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1. INTRODUCTION 
After Zadeh introduced fuzzy sets in his classical paper [7], Chang [l] used 
fuzzy sets to introduce fuzzy topological spaces. Goguen [2] and Wong [4-61 
continued the investigation of this important concept of proximity. A study of 
local compactness and the quotient fuzzy topology was started in [5, 61. The 
purpose of this paper is to investigate the quotient fuzzy topology and show the 
intimate connection between local compactness and quotients by introducing 
the notion of k-spaces to fuzzy topology. In this investigation we will point out 
differences between ordinary topology and fuzzy topology. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some of the basic definitions of fuzzy topology. 
Let X = {z> be a set of points. A fuzzy set A in X is characterized by a 
membership function pA(x) from X into [0, 11. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X. Then 
A C B * PA(X) < P&)> for all x E X, 
A = B -11,4x) = CL&), for all x E X, 
E = A’ + p&v) = 1 - /Lo, for all x E X. 
For a collection of fuzzy sets G = {A,: i E I}, the union C = (J, Ai and the 
intersection D = nl Ai are defined by 
l-44 = “YP CL&), XEX, 
m(x) = iyfp&), XEX. 
For X we have the associated function &x) = 1 for all x E X and for the empty 
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fuzzy set C$ the function &x) -= 0 for all x E X. A fuzzy point p in X is a fuzzy 
set with membership function 
P&) = Y, for x = x0 , 
= 0, otherwise, 
where y E (0, 1). We call x,, the support of p and y the value of p. Also, p is in a 
fuzzy set A, denoted p E A, if p9(x) < pA(x) for all x E X. 
DEFINITION 2.2. rZ fuzzy topology for the set X is a collection T of fuzzy 
sets in X such that 
(a) +,XET, 
(b) If ,4, BE T, then A n BE T, 
(c) If Ai E T for each i ~1, then t)l Ai E T. 
The pair (X, T) is called a fuzzy topological space (fts). Elements of Tare T-open 
fuzzy sets (more briefly, open fuzzy sets). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f: X + Y be a function from X to Y. If B is a fuzzy 
set in Y, then the inverse of B, f-l[BB], is a fuzzy set in X whose associated 
function is given by 
PLf-I&) = PJf(4) for each x E: X. 
If A is a fuzzy set in X, then the image of A,f[A], is a fuzzy set in Y defined by 
WI(Y) = sup CL/r(a) if f-‘[y] is not empty, 
ZEf-‘[ffl 
== 0 otherwise, 
for each y E Y, where f-‘[y] = (x:f(x) = y}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let f be a function from an fts(X, T) to an fts( Y, S). The 
function f is F-continuous if the inverse of each S-open fuzzy set is T-open, or, 
equivalently, the inverse of each S-closed, i.e., a complement of an S-open fuzzy 
set, is T-closed. The function f is F-open (F-closed) if the image of each T-open 
(T-closed) fuzzy set is S-open (S-closed). The function f is a F-homeomorphism 
if it is F-continuous, one-to-one, onto, and f-l is F-continuous. 
3. QUOTIENT Fuzzy TOPOLOGY 
In [5, 61, Wong introduced the quotient fuzzy topology on the set of classes of 
an equivalence relation on a fuzzy topological space. We generalize his definition 
as follows. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X, T) be an fts, Y a set, andf: X+ Y a surjection. 
The F-quotient topology for Y is the fuzzy topology whose open fuzzy sets are 
(B:f-l[B] E T}. Iff: x -+ Y is an F-continuous surjection of fts and Y has the 
F-quotient topology, then f is called an F-quotient map. 
As a generalization of Wong’s theorem [6, Theorem 4.1, (ii)], we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f  : X -+ Y be an F-continuous surjection of fts. Then f is 
an F-quotient map if and only if for each fts Z and each function g: Y -+ Z, the 
F-continuity of the composition gf implies the F-continuity of g. 
Proof. (*) Let g: Y + 2 be a function of fts such that gf: X + 2 is 
F-continuous. If U is an open fuzzy set in 2, then (&)-l [U] = f  -l[g-l[U]] by 
[l, Theorem 4.11. Thus f-l[g-l[U]] is open in X and hence g-l[U] is open in 
Y since f  is an F-quotient map. Therefore g is F-continuous. 
(t) Let Z be the fts whose set is Y with the F-quotient topology deter- 
mined by h = if, where i: Y + Z is the identity function. Then h is F-continuous 
and hence i is F-continuous. Also, i-lh = i-lay = f  is F-continuous and thus 
i-l is F-continuous by the first half of the proof. Therefore i is an F-homeo- 
morphism and f  is an F-quotient map. 
The next two results provide important examples of F-quotient maps. 
THEOREM 3.2. If  f :  X-+ Y is an F-continuous F-open (F-closed) surjection 
of fts(X, T), (Y, S), then f  is an F-quotient map. 
Proof. If B E S, then f  -l[B] E T since f  is F-continuous. Conversely, if U 
is a fuzzy set in Y such that f  -“[ U] E T, then f  [ f  -‘[ u]] = U E S. Thus f  is an 
F-quotient map. The proof is similar if f  is F-closed. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f  : X + Y be an F-continuous surjection of fts. I f  there exists 
an F-continuous function g: Y * X such that fg is the identity on Y, then f  is an 
F-quotient map. 
Proof. Let B be a fuzzy set in Y such that f-l[B] is open, Then B = 
(fg)-l [B] = g-i[ f  -‘[B]] which is open in Y. Thus f  is an F-quotient map. 
The next result follows from Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f  : X --+ Y be an F-quotient map. A surjection g: Y --, Z 
is an F-quotient map zf and only ifgf : X--t Z is an F-quotient map. 
If  f  : X -+ Y is a surjection, let R, be the equivalence relation on X dejined by 
(a, b) E R if and only i f f  (a) = f  (b). Let X/Rf be the set of equivalence classes and 
p: X + X/Bz the natural projection. The function fp-I: X/Rf -+ Y is one-to-one 
and onto. 
Our next result extends Wong’s theorem [6, Theorem 4.21. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let f: X4 Y be an F-continuous surjection of fts. Then X/Rf 
(with the F-quotient fuzzy topology) is F-homomorphic to Y by fp-l if and only ; f f  
is an F-quotient map. 
Proof. (3) Assume fp-l: X/R, --+ Y is an F-homeomorphism. Since an 
F-homeomorphism is F-closed, fp-l is an F-quotient map. By Theorem 3.4, 
cfp-l)p = f  is an F-quotient map. 
(0 Now let f  be an F-quotient map. By Theorem 3.1, fp-r is F-continu- 
ous. If U is a fuzzy open set in X/RI , then p-l[U] is open in X. Thus 
f  -‘uP-‘[~ll =f -‘fLP-wll = P-YU 
is open in X. This means that fp-l[ U] is open in Y, fp-l is F-open, and hence 
(fp-l)-l is F-continuous. 
4. LOCAL COMPACTNESS AND QUOTIENTS 
We will need a few definitions from [I]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be an fts. A collection of fuzzy sets G is a cover 
of a fuzzy set A if A C u{B: B E G). It is an open cover if each element of G 
is open. A subcover of G is a subcollection which is also a cover. A fuzzy set A is 
compact if each open cover of A has a finite subcover. 
In [5], Wong defines local compactness at a fuzzy point p to mean that there 
exists a compact open fuzzy set containing p. This definition is more restrictive 
than the usual definition in topology. We prefer to weaken Wong’s definition by 
using the following. 
DEFINITION 4.2. An fts(X, 7’) is locally compact if for each fuzzy point p 
in X there is a compact fuzzy set A and a B in T such that p E: B C A. 
If we consider X = (0, 1) with the usual topology, then the associated fuzzy 
topology which has the characteristic functions of open sets as its open fuzzy sets 
is not locally compact according to Wong, but it does satisfy 4.2. 
Since Wong’s definition of local compactness agrees with 4.2 for discrete fts, 
we have that no discrete fts is locally compact. 
A slight modification of the proof of [5, Theorem 5.21 tells us that local 
compactness is preserved by an F-open, F-continuous surjection. The next 
definition will also give conditions for the preservation of local compactness. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let f :  X-t Y be an F-closed, F-continuous surjection 
of fts. Then f  is F-perfect if f  -l[q] is compact for each fuzzy point q in Y. 
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One departure of fuzzy topology from ordinary topology is the fact that a 
fuzzy point is not necessarily compact. However, if f: X+ Y is an F-perfect 
map of fts, then each fuzzy point in Y is compact since f  [ f  -'[q]] = 4. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f : X -+ Y be an F-perfect map of fts. I f  X is locally compact, 
then so is Y. 
Proof. Let 4 be a fuzzy point in Y. For each p E f  p’[q] there exists a compact 
fuzzy set A, and an open fuzzy set B, such that p E B, C A,. Now 
(B,: p E f-'['I> is an open cover of f  -‘[q] and hence has a finite subcover 
P,(l)> %W.., B,(n)}. Note that 
U = A,(l) u A,(2) u ... u A,(n) 
is compact and f  -Q] C U. This implies that f  [ U] is compact and that q E f  [ v]. 
Let 
V = B,(l) u B,(2) u ... u B,(n). 
Then [f [v’]]’ = W is open in Y and q e W. Also, 
f-ywj =f-'[[f[v']]'] c [V']' = vc u. 
Thus q E WC f  [ U] and Y is locally compact. 
The functions in [5, Theorem 5.21 and Theorem 4.1 above are both F-quo- 
tient maps by Theorem 3.2. Thus it is natural to ask what do we know about the 
F-quotient image of a locally compact fts. The next definition and result answer 
this question. 
DEFINITION 4.4. An fts X is an F-k-space if and only if a fuzzy set A is 
closed when A r\ C is closed for each compact fuzzy set C in X. 
THEOREM 4.2. If f : X -+ Y is an F-quotient map of fts and X is locally com- 
pact, then Y is a F-k-space. 
Proof. Let A be a fuzzy set in Y such that A n C is closed for each compact 
fuzzy set C in Y. Assume A is not closed. Then f-r[A] is not closed in X, 
[f-‘[A]]’ is not open, and there exists a fuzzy point p in [f  -l[A]]’ such that 
for each open fuzzy set V with p E I/’ it is true that V n f  -l[A] # 4. Since X is 
locally compact there is a compact fuzzy set U and an open fuzzy set B such that 
p E B C U. Since f[ U’j is compact we know that A n f  [ v] is closed. If  W is an 
open fuzzy set containing f  [p], then B n f  -l[ w] is an open fuzzy set containing 
p. This implies that B n f-‘[WI nf-l[A] # 4 and, consequently, that 
Un f-'[wJ nf-l[A] #+. Thus f[Uj n Wn A ++ and f&] is not in 
A nf[Uj. This contradicts the fact that A n f[Uj is closed. Therefore A is 
closed in Y, and Y is an F-k-space. 
4=‘9/57/3-2 
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Since the identity function is an F-quotient map we have the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 4.3. A locally compact fts is an F-k-space. 
We need some definitions in order to find other examples of F-k-spaces. 
DEFINITION 4.5 [5]. An fts(X, T) is C, if for each fuzzy point p in X there is 
a countable subfamily G of T such that p E B for each B E G and such that for 
each A E T with p in A there exists a B in G with p E B C A. 
DEFINITION 4.6 [5]. Let p, , n = I, 2 ,..., be a sequence of fuzzy points in 
an fts(X, T) with supports x, , n = I,2 ,.... Let p be a fuzzy point with support 
.Y # x, , for all n 3 n, , where n, is some number. Then p, converges to p, 
denoted p, -tp, if for each A in T such that p E A, there exists a number i such 
thatp, E A for all n > i. 
If a sequence x, converges to x in an ordinary topological space, then 
(Un x,) u x is a compact set. This is not necessarily true in fts. If (X, TJ is a 
semidiscrete fts [4, p. 7021 with at least two ordinary points in X and a! > 0, 
then pick a fuzzy point p with support x0 , value o(. Choose x1 f x,, in X. Let 
q be the fuzzy point with support ~1~ , value a/2. Then the constant sequence 
{q} converges to p, but {q} u (p} is not compact. Thus we make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 4.7. An fts(X, T) is s-compact if for each sequence of fuzzy 
points p, converging to p the fuzzy set (& pa) u p is compact. 
This property is critical in considering whether C, fts are F-k-spaces. 
THEOREM 4.4. A C, , s-compact fts(X, T) is an F-k-space. 
Proof. Let A be a fuzzy set in X which is not closed but A n C is closed for 
each compact fuzzy set C. Then there is a fuzzy point p in A’ such that, for each 
open fuzzy set U with p in U, it is true that U n A # 4. By [5, Theorem 4.11, 
there is a sequence of fuzzy points p, converging to p with each p, in A. Now 
V = (Unpn) u p is compact and hence Z’ n A is closed. But p is not in V n A 
and every open fuzzy set U with p in U is such that U n V n A # 4. This 
contradicts the closedness of V n A. Thus X is an F-k-space. 
We have seen that F-quotient images of locally compact fts are F-k-spaces. 
In ordinary topology the converse is also true. It is thus natural to conjecture 
that an F-k-space is an F-quotient image of some locally compact fts. As a partial 
answer we introduce the next concept. 
DEFINITION 4.8. An fts(X, T) is an F-k*-space if a fuzzy set A in X is closed 
whenever f-l[A] is closed for each F-continuous f : C + X with C a compact 
fts. 
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The next easily proven result shows that F-k*-spaces arc nice from a 
categorical point of view. 
THEOREM 4.5. If f :  X --f Y is an F-quotient map of fts and X is an F-k*- 
space, then Y is an F-k*-space. 
THEOREM 4.6. If  X is an F-F-k*-space, then X is an F-quotient image of a 
locally compact fts. 
Proof. Let 
G = {(Ci , fi): Ci compact fts and fi: C, --f X F-continuous}. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that the Ci are pairwise disjoint. Define 
a fuzzy topology on Z = u Ci by letting a fuzzy set A be closed in 2 if and only 
if Ai is closed in Ci where Ai has membership function p,,(cJ = pLa(ci) for each 
ci in Ci . We claim that 2 is locally compact. Let p be a fuzzy point in 2 with 
support x0 , value y. Then x0 is in some C. . Let U be the fuzzy set in 2 defined 
by pu(z) :=: 1 if z E CiO , pV(x) = 0 otherwfie. Then U is open in 2 and p is in U. 
If {Hi} is an open cover of U in Z, then supj pLrj(c) = 1 for each c in Ci . Thus 
Vii*), where pHj*(c) = pHJ(c) for each c in CiO , IS an open cover of CiO aid hence 
has a finite subcover {H,*(l), Ii,*(2),..., Hj*(n)}. But then (H,(l), H,(2),..., Hj(n)> 
is a finite subcover of {Hj} in Z and hence U is compact. Thus Z is locally com- 
pact. 
Define g: Z -+ X by g(c,) = fi(cj) f or ci in Ci . Let B be a closed fuzzy set in 
X. We have that 
for each i, ci in Ci . This is the membership function of a closed fuzzy set in 
Ci . Thus g is F-continuous. 
To show that g is an F-quotient map, let U be a fuzzy set in X such that 
g-‘[ v] is closed in Z. If f  : C --f X is an F-continuous function with C a compact 
fts, then (C, f) E G and so ~O-l[v~ restricted to C is the membership function of 
a closed fuzzy set in C. Since 
for each c E C, it follows that f  -‘[VI is closed in C and hence U is closed in X. 
Therefore g is an F-quotient map. 
From Theorems 4.6 and 4.2, we have the following relationship for F-k*- 
spaces and F-k-spaces. 
THEOREM 4.7. An F-k*-space is an F-k-space. 
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